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Would you like to start your days completely energized but don't know how? What if we told you the

answer has been there with you all this time? Odds are, you know deep inside what the path to

perfect mornings is. The answer is prayer. The problem? You might feel like you don't know where

to start, or you may need some inspiration. And that's exactly why we created this prayer book.

Morning prayer + daily habit = a better you We all know it's not easy to feel motivated every single

day. But what you might not realize is it's fairly easy to set the stage for a perfect morning with just a

few key actions. The essence of daily prayer is to elevate our heart to Jesus and ask him to guide

us on our journey, building a ritual that you can follow on a daily basis. Morning prayers work

because you eliminate the stress of relying on your own strength to get through your day. Your goal

is to simply focus on a single prayer at a time (they only a take few minutes). You start by reading

an inspirational Bible verse and then you move on to a prayer. All you have to do is listen to this

book and follow it at your own pace. That's the essence of daily prayer. In addition to over 70 daily

prayers, in The Most Powerful +77 Morning Prayers to Start Your Day Energized, you will discover

dozens of inspirational Bible verses that can instantly improve your life. You'll discover how the

Lord's word can impact multiple aspects of your existence, even in ways you may never have

thought of. Even better, you'll discover how to connect with Jesus anytime, anywhere, keeping

yourself motivated and inspired.
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I believe morning prayers are the most effecting in my life, though unfortunately I



donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t always find the time for morning prayers. But I always try my best. Prayers

are a major part of Christian life and this is how we connect with God. Saying prayers early in the

morning really does energize the whole day; for me it actually gives me a very inner spiritual

calmness. These morning prayers cleanse my mind of all these clutter and I focus on unburdening

and humbling myself to GOD; because for a majority of people at the start of the morning what is in

their minds are all the work, troubles and problems ahead or of the previous day.These prayers here

have a pattern and in the second paragraph, I confess my sins and weakness. This is what calms

my mind and relieves it in the presence of God.

Mornings are usually hard to start. Because you are all groggy and at times a bit tired from the other

day's activities, but mornings are important because as they say, what mood you are when you

woke up will be your mood the entire day and as a Roman Catholic, what sets up my mood is a

prayer. I usually have a spontaneous prayer, just to thank Him for waking me up and hoping for a

good day ahead, but when I saw this book I was interested. These prayer are all good, inspirational

and indeed a way to start my day. Will definitely try these.

It's a good book to boost up yourself at the starting time of your new day. This book including 77

most powerful morning prayers would guide you gently to thank the God as well as pray for

blessing. God's blessing are reserved for those whose heart is pure and this purity comes only

through prayer. By praying we can gain happiness in worldly and spiritual life. I found this book very

helpful to energize myself by praying to the God for helping me to be patient and gain energy to

overcome all the problems.

I find guidance and insight through these books, the morning prayers book is a good way for me to

start my day. What better way to start by praying and realizing that I can find my joy in the Lord no

matter what my circumstances! Only in You will I find joy is such a lovely reminder that that He has

limitless straighten and power to help me in what ever situation I am in. The book helps me to start

the day with a positive and great message to take through the day.

The title for this book is literally perfect. The book is basically a compilation of morning prayers so

that you kick start the day with a pure heart. The prayers are powerful indeed and after trying a few

of them I did feel better. The best part about this book is the sheer number of prayers. If you pray

regularly in the morning you would want to have different prayers and this book does it.Overall, I



highly recommend this book.

There are times I need to communicate with God but can't find the words to do so, I just don't know

what to say. This book has really been an encouragement to me, thank you so much for giving me

the help I needed. God bless you for a job well done.

Absolutely beautiful book, I am a true Christian and I feel everyone should have one, I believe they

would really enjoy it! God bless all of you Amen.

This book is very good, I loved, start with very good energy day is what everyone needs, feel a relief

throughout the day, is a book written for those people who start the day exhausted, I recommend it,
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